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Vibrant lifestyle objects
designed to share the little moments with you.
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My Friend Paco is an ode to the little moments and beautiful things that, 
at the end, make our life happier. It is an ode to nature and colors, 

positive energies, freedom and happiness. 
It’s made to provoke smiles and happy thoughts!

The brand was founded by Portuguese communication designer
 Maria Figueiredo in July 2016, manifesting the open minded youth 
culture and reflecting the influences of its founder, such as graphic 

design, art or fashion. 
Each piece is carefully designed and manufactured in Portugal, and each one has 

its own story to tell. They’re created as if they are characters 
of a story and made to share the little moments of daily life - like friends. 

Made for all those who appreciate unique and contemporary design, 
My Friend Paco wants to join you and cheer up your home with  
creative and soulful accessories in which graphic design is key.

Bonus: My Friend Paco is highly reliable. You can confide all your secrets: 
he will never reveal them to anyone!
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QUARTZ I LUK

SWAN LAKE DIVE BROWN

BARTOLOMEU WINK OF LOVE II

EYE SCARF IRIS RED

TURQUOISE
CAPPUCCINO

MAGICAL BUNNY
BLACK

QUARTZ II RIDE BROWN

DIAMOND 
BLACK & WHITE

MAGICAL BUNNY 
LONG SCARF

MILLY OOOH WINE

FAT CAT II BROWN MAGICAL BUNNY 
WINE - FRINGED

MAGICAL BUNNY II
BLACK - FRINGED

IRIS CAMEL

SAFRIA 
BLACK & WHITE

DAISY II BRICK

DONALD CLEO TWILLY SCARF

DAISY IVORY LUK SCARF

DAISY CAPPUCCINO MAGICAL BUNNY 
LARGE SCARF

DIVE BLACK MUSH MUSH SCARFI

FAT CAT II BLACK HO CHI MINH

MUSH MUSH SUNSET

EYE SAFIRA EARTH

GREYHOUND II GIL

SAKURA TWILLY SCARF MAGICAL BUNNY
TWILLY SCARF
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SAFARI MARIA AMÉLIA

GREYHOUND DAISY II 
PASTEL PINK

OOOH SWIRL RAY

OLIVER CLEO

LOVE SCARF LOVE GARDEN

DIAMOND EARTH DALILA PINK SCARF

BLUSH PETROL SAFIRA GREEN

MAX IRIS DRY GREEN



MOTHER SWAN

RIDE GREEN

QUARTZ I 
BRICK & MUSTARD

MAGICAL BUNNY II
BEIGE

SAFIRA MUSTARD

CRUST II

QUARTZ II
BRICK & MUSTARD

DAISY II 
DRY GREEN

DAISY MUSTARD

YELLOW DAWN

DAISY MINT

DIAMOND
BRICK & MUSTARD

HOIAN

FAT CAT YELLOW

WINK OF LOVE

OOOH HONEY

MELODY

BLUSH MUSTARD
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HOIAN Tryptich

Rugs

Untouched beaches, vast rice fields, stunning stone cliffs 
and mystic rivers: HOIAN rugs are an homage to the 
breathtaking Vietnamese natural landscapes.
In three different designs that match together, each HOIAN 
rug aims to provide you a rich sensorial experience with its 
multi-textures and different pile height.

Sizes: 189x90 cm; 270x130 cm
(custom sizes on request)
100% Portuguese wool 
Hand tufted in Portugal
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Rugs

HOIAN I

Sizes: 63x90xmm 90x130cm, 140x200cm  
(custom sizes on request)
100% Portuguese wool 
Hand tufted in Portugal

Rugs

HOIAN II

Sizes: 63x90xmm 90x130cm, 140x200cm  
(custom sizes on request)
100% Portuguese wool 
Hand tufted in Portugal
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Rugs

HOIAN III

Sizes: 63x90xmm 90x130cm, 140x200cm  
(custom sizes on request)
100% Portuguese wool 
Hand tufted in Portugal
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HO CHI MINH Tryptich

Rugs Rugs

HO CHI MINH I HO CHI MINH III

HO CHI MINH II

HO CHI MINH triptych

Sizes: 63x90 cm, 90x130cm,  
140x200cm (custom sizes on request)
100% Portuguese wool 
Hand tufted in Portugal



Rugs Rugs

HANOI I HANOI III

HANOI II

Sizes: 63x90 cm, 90x130cm,  
140x200cm (custom sizes on request)
100% Portuguese wool 
Hand tufted in Portugal

HANOI triptych
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SILK 
CUSHIONS
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Size ap. 42x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: black cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

DALILA

Silk Cushions

Elegant and timeless, Dalila cushion embodies a bold and sophisticated flower print. It’s 
graphical approach and eternal motif makes Dalila very versatile, fitting perfectly either 

contemporary and classic spaces.

Size ap. 42X42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: black cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

LOVE GARDEN

Silk Cushions

Patience is key. Created for giving hope and joy, Love Garden is for all those who are waiting 
for their better-half. Sometimes you just have to sit and wait.

1. Dalila Blue

2. Dalila Pink
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Size ap. 42x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: red cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

LOVE

Silk Cushions

Love is letting our guards down, beign vulnerable and let go our shields. Naif, romantic, sweet 
and straight to the heart, Love cushion will elevate your mood and melt your soul.

Size ap. 42x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: red cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

CLEO

Silk Cushions

Cleo is a cushion of contrasts. Sometimes is sweet and tender... sometimes is a little sneaky. 
But we don’t care because when we need it, Cleo is always there to comfort us.

Now you can pay a tribute to your faithful furry friends while adding comfort and luxury 
to your home.
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Size ap. 42x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: red cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

MUSH MUSH

Silk Cushions

Everybody knows that mysterious beings manifest at night.
MUSH MUSH represent the enigmatic forces of the nature... or our 

inner voices.

Size ap. 25x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: red cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

MILLY

Silk Cushions

With a mix of graphical and organic approach, this luxurious silk cushion features a solid-
colour pattern in earth tones and a soft cotton velvet backside, perfect for a sophisticated 

touch for your couch, armchair or bed.
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Silk Cushions

Size ap. 42x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: blue cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

EYE
A fun pattern with a dramatic twist, EYE is always watching you.

A luxurious silk and velvet pillow with brown camouflage background and graphical eyes 
designed to the most daring homes.

A certain dose of insanity in the right amount can be a very magnetic attribute.
Living the moment is CRUST’s motto! This silk cushion is for all those who want to express their 

uniqueness, in a vibrant, luxurious way. 
Take your home decor to another level, with a friendly lobster.

Size ap. 25x42 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% silk satin
Back: red cotton velvet 
Made in Portugal

CRUST II

Silk Cushions
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Velvet Deluxe
Cushions
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet
Hand Tailored in Portugal

QUARTZ I & II

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

A talisman for the home of beauty, good energies and 
comfort. This cushion is handmade in Portugal with high 
quality cotton velvet.
Designed to make your world a happy place.

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

4. Quartz II Rose & Dry Green3. Quartz I Rose & Dry Green

1. Quartz I Black & White 2. Quartz II Black & White

5. Quartz I Petrol & Pink

7. Quartz I Brick & Mustard 8. Quartz II Brick & Mustard

6. Quartz II Petrol & Pink
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet
Back: blue cotton velvet 
Hand Tailored in Portugal

SUNRISE

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

There is an undeniable magic in every SUNRISE and SUNSET. 
This cushion, hand-tailored in Portugal with high quality 
velvet, is an ode to those special moments of pure beauty 
and peace.

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet
Back: sand cotton velvet 
Hand Tailored in Portugal

SUNSET

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

There is an undeniable magic in every SUNRISE and SUNSET. 
This cushion, hand-tailored in Portugal with high quality 
velvet, is an ode to those special moments of pure beauty 
and peace.



Interior Design project by Fleur Delesalle, Paris FRRoof Design Studio - Lisboa PT
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Velvet Deluxe Cushions

2. Diamond Black & White1. Diamond Petrol & Red

3. Diamond Brick & Mustard 4. Diamond Earth

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet
Hand Tailored in Portugal

DIAMOND
A talisman for the home of beauty, good energies 
and comfort. This cushion is handmade in 
Portugal with high quality cotton velvet.
Designed to make your world a happy place.

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet 
Hand Tailored in Portugal

SAFIRA

2. Safira Black & White1. Safira Brick & Petrol

3. Safira Mustard

5. Safira Green

4. Safira Earth
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% cotton velvet fabric
Back: 100% linen 

MAGICAL BUNNY

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

Feel the magic of the woods with a night vision 
of the enchanted forest. The warm tones of 
botanical elements and magical bunnies printed 
in soft velvet will add a luxurious and comfortable 
touch to any space.

1. Magical Bunny Black

2. Magical Bunny Wine - Fringed

Size ap. 30x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Digital print on 100% cotton velvet fabric
Back: 100% linen 

MAGICAL BUNNY II

Velvet Deluxe Cushions

1. Magical Bunny II Black - fringed

2. Magical Bunny II Beige
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Velvet Deluxe CushionsVelvet Deluxe Cushions

Size ap. 45x45cm or 30x345cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet and ivory  
cotton fringes
Hand Tailored in Portugal

DAISY I & II
Tender and simple but powerful like a flower.  
Daisy is a timeless yet contemporary accessory.
Designed and produced in Portugal DAISY 
cushion is an ode to comfort, positive energy, 
freedom and happiness.

2. Daisy I Ivory 2. Daisy II Pastel Blue1. Daisy I Rose 1. Daisy II Brick

3. Daisy I Mustard 3. Daisy II Pastel Pink 3. Daisy II Dry Green

3. Daisy I Mint

4.Daisy I Cappuccino
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Velvet Deluxe CushionsVelvet Deluxe Cushions

Size ap. 30x45cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet and cotton tassels
Hand Tailored in Portugal

Size ap. 45x45cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet and cotton tassels
Hand Tailored in Portugal

BLUSHIRIS
A luxurious and simple plain cushion, adorned with 
taupe cotton tassels for extra personality. 
Easy to style and easy to love. 

A luxurious and simple plain cushion, adorned with 
pink cotton tassels for extra personality. 
Easy to style and easy to love. 

2. Iris Camel 2. Blush Mustard1. Iris Dry Green 1. Blush Rose

3. Iris Red 3. Blush Petrol
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Velvet Deluxe Cushions

2. Turquoise Cappuccino1. Turquoise Pastel Pink

3. Turquoise Pastel Blue

Size ap. Ø45 cm
Concealed zipper
100% cotton velvet and silken fringes
Hand Tailored in Portugal

TURQUOISE
A talisman for the home of beauty, good energies 
and comfort. This cushion is handmade in 
Portugal with high quality cotton velvet.
Designed to make your world a happy place.
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Cotton Cushions
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton fabric
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

SWAN LAKE

Cotton Cushions

Feel the peace and quiet of the SWAN LAKE in the comfort of your couch and take the 
elegance and exquisite graciousness of the beautiful Swans to your home. 

This almost monochromatic cushion is the perfect addiction for a new touch of elegance and 
uniqueness to your decoration, or even a most perfect gift for a beloved friend.

Size ap. 25x40 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton fabric
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

MOTHER SWAN

Cotton Cushions

Taking the elegance and exquisite graciousness of the beautiful Swans to your home. Let your 
heart melt and feel the love and tenderness of MOTHER SWAN cushion.

This sweet cushion is the perfect addiction for a new touch of elegance and uniqueness to your 
decoration, or even a most perfect gift for moms. 
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

GREYHOUND

Cotton Cushions

A tribute to the elegance and distinctness of our Greyhound friends, the iconic dogs that 
have been so loved and appreciated by historical figures as distinct as themselves, such as 

Cleopatra or Queen Elizabeth I of England.

Size ap. 30x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

GREYHOUND II

Cotton Cushions

In a graphic language, simple, fun and elegant, GREYHOUND cushions will bring with them the 
distinction that your house deserves. Worthy of a queen!
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, black cotton fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

FAT CAT 

Cotton Cushions

A tribute to all the FAT CATS out there!

1. Fat Cat Pink

2. Fat Cat Yellow

Size ap. ø45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, black cotton fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

FAT CAT II

Cotton Cushions

1. Fat Cat II Brown & Blue

2. Fat Cat II Yellow
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

WINK OF LOVE I

Cotton Cushions

Find Love with WINK OF LOVE cushions. Feel it, attract it, and be reminded 
that LOVE is what moves the world.

Fill your home with good & loving vibes ;-) 

Size ap. 25x40 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

WINK OF LOVE II

Cotton Cushions
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Size ap. ø45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, brown silk fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

DONALD

Cotton Cushions

Self-loving, vain and bigmouth: this is DONALD. It is like those friends who always have a word 
to say in any conversation, an opinion on any subject and never shut up (not even when they’re 

asleep). There is no boredom when DONALD is around!
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Size ap. 25x30 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

RAY baby cushion

Cotton Cushions

The peace and calm in a Ray of sunshine, like someone who just brings happiness 
into the lives of others.

It’s mini size, bright colors and vibrant design makes it perfect for a children’s room,
or for combining with another cushions.
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Size ap. 25x30 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

MAX baby cushion

Cotton Cushions

Is Max screaming? Is Max biting? Is Max singing?
It’s mini size, bright colors and vibrant design makes it perfect for a children’s room, or for 

combining with another cushions.
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Size ap. 30x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, black silk fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

BARTOLOMEU

Cotton Cushions

A catchy addition to your home, BARTOLOMEU cushion has a nostalgic and sweet personality 
that will melt your heart. This brown shaded friend was made to hug and share all miserable, 

heart broken moments. 
Printed in a cotton twill fabric with black silken fringes all around, BARTOLOMEU will always be 

by your side and give any living or children’s room a special and unique touch. 
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Size ap. 30x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, black silk fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

MARIA AMÉLIA

Cotton Cushions

MARIA AMÉLIA is a must-have fun cushion with cheerful personality and optimistic spirit to 
energize all home interiors. Despite being super clumsy and always messing around, MARIA 

AMÉLIA is a true friend that you can trust.
In it’s pink shades printed in a cotton twill fabric with black silken fringes all around, it will add 

modern and pop vibes to any living or children’s room. 

Size ap. 30x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, black silk fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

GIL

Cotton Cusbions

Printed in a cotton twill fabric with silken fringes all around, GIL cushion is like your friend 
that is always ready to party, always in a good mood.

Endowed with vibrant colors and a magnetic attitude, Gil seems to be always drunk 
on happiness, it will add modern and positive vibes to any living or children’s room. 

Designed to make your world a happy place.
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Cotton Cushions

Size ap. ø45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton fabric
Back: ivory or black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

OOOH

2. OOOH Wine1. OOOH Berry

3. OOOH Honey

5. OOOH Swirl

4. OOOH Merengue

Gluttony is one of the seven deadly sins, but 
with OOOH cushion there is no guilt attached. 
These round cushions represent the pleasure, 
desire and joy of eating and drinking, because 
the best moments always have yummy things 
around!
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Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric, black cotton fringes
Back: black cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

MELODY

Cotton Cusbions

MELODY cushion, easy like a Sunday afternoon picnic.
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Cotton Cusbions Cotton Cusbions

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% 
cotton fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% 
cotton fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

DIVE RIDE
DIVE blindly in the ocean. Little by little you start to 
see unique things and beings. Then you step back. 
You realize that all those elements are a whole. A 
beautiful linked crowded sea.
Dive cushion will give a modern and graphic touch to 
your home decoration.

RIDE cushion loves to think about all the different 
perspectives, paths and directions. It gets lost on it’s 
journey, enters on wrong doors, but then finds itself 
again and appreciates all the parts of the trip.

1. Dive Black

2. Dive Brown

1. Ride Green

2. Ride Brown
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RYTA

Cotton Cusbions

With its twisting moves and sparkling energy, RYTA is the perfect partner to party. It’s 
impulsive, a bit irresponsible and adores psychedelic rock.

A red, blue and white pillow in graphic mood and a fun twist, perfect for both kids and adults!

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

OLIVER

Cotton Cusbions

OLIVER is a teaser. It looks you in the eyes in an intimate and provocative way. Maybe it wants 
to play, maybe it wants to hipnotize you. Play the game!

A graphical cushion in shades of red, blue and white with a playful twist which it a good fit 
either for kids or grown ups! 

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal
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LUK

Cotton Cusbions

LUK is a lucky amulet, either you are superstitious or not. 
The colorful design of lucky symbols will never let bad energies haunt your home.

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: beige  cotton canvas
Made in Portugal
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SAFARI

Cotton Cusbions

With vibrant colors that hypnotize us, SAFARI is like a rebel son who, despite being so 
unpredictable and irreverent, everyone enjoys to be by his side.

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: red cotton canvas
Made in Portugal

ARTUR

Cotton Cusbions

ARTUR is a high spirits cushion, in it’s vibrant and mesmerizing colors and design. A playful and 
irreverent cushion with a slight mysterious vibe. Designed to make your world a happy place.

Size ap. 45x45 cm
Concealed zipper
Eco-friendly digital print on 100% cotton 
fabric
Back: beige cotton canvas
Made in Portugal
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Silk Scarves
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LOVE GARDEN

Silk Scarves

Patience is key. Created for giving hope and joy, Love Garden is for all those who are waiting 
for their better-half. Sometimes you just have to sit and wait.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal

MUSH MUSH

Silk Scarves

Everybody knows that mysterious beings manifest at night.
MUSH MUSH represent the enigmatic forces of the nature... or our 

inner voices.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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LOVE

Silk Scarves

Love is letting our guards down, beign vulnerable and let go our shields. Naif, romantic, sweet 
and straight to the heart, Love scarf will elevate your mood and melt your soul.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal

DALILA pink

Silk Scarves

Elegant and timeless, Dalila scarf embodies a bold and sophisticated flower print. It’s graphical 
approach and eternal motif makes Dalila very versatile, fitting perfectly either contemporary 

and classic styles.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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CLEO

Silk Scarves

Cleo is a scarf of contrasts. Sometimes it’s sweet and tender ... sometimes it’s a little sneaky. 
But we do not care, because when we need it, Cleo scarf is always there to comfort us.

With black and white cats and red flowers, this silk twilly scarf is the perfect accessory for your 
head, neck, wrist, bag, or wherever you want to use it! A cute combination of fun, femininity 

and luxury.

Size ap. 5x120 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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MAGICAL BUNNY black

Silk Scarves

Take the magic of the woods anywhere with Magical Bunny silk scarves. The colorful tones of 
botanical elements and magical bunnies printed in silk will add a luxurious and comfortable 

touch to any outfit.

Size ap. 40x180 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal

MAGICAL BUNNY wine

Silk Scarves

Take the magic of the woods anywhere with Magical Bunny silk scarves. The warm tones of 
botanical elements and magical bunnies printed in silk will add a luxurious and comfortable 

touch to any outfit.

Size ap. 90x90 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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MAGICAL BUNNY twilly

Silk Scarves

Take the magic of the woods anywhere with Magical Bunny silk scarves. The colorful tones of 
botanical elements and magical bunnies printed in silk will add a luxurious and comfortable 

touch to any outfit.

Size ap. 5x120 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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LUK

Silk Scarves

Express your unique self with a unique design and luxurious silk fabric. This silk scarf is the 
perfect accessory to take your outfits to another level of classy style.

LUK is a lucky amulet, either you are superstitious or not. 
The colorful design of lucky symbols will never let bad energies haunt you!

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal

CLEO

Silk Scarves

Love tuxedo cats? Now you can be around them all the time with CLEO silk scarf.
Cleo is a scarf of contrasts. Sometimes it’s sweet and tender ... sometimes it’s a little sneaky. 

But we do not care, because when we need it, Cleo scarf is always there to comfort us.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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SAKURA twilly

Silk Scarves

Sakura celebrates hope, renovation, happiness and beauty. It is poetry and power, but unlike 
the cherry blossom tree, Sakura scarf stays flowered all year! 

Size ap. 5x120 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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EYE

Silk Scarves

A fun pattern with a dramatic twist, EYE silk scarf is always watching you.
A luxurious silk scarf with brown camouflage background and graphical eyes designed for the 

most daring personalities.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal

CHLOE

Silk Scarves

Designed with spring tones and motifs, Chloe silk scarf is delicate and romantic, just like a walk 
through cherry blossom gardens.

Size ap. 60x60 cm
Digital print on 100% silk satin

Made in Portugal
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Bags
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YELLOW DAWN

Bags

Share all the adventures out of home with the versatile Dawn. It’s made of a resistant and rigid 
linen fabric and adorned with fluffy fringes, has an inside pocket and a magnet closure. The 

Dawn bags are perfect for every occasion

Width: 40cm
Height: 34 cm
Depth: 10cm

Handle lenght: 30cm
Outer: 100% linen and cotton fringes

Lining: 100% polyester
Made in Portugal
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YELLOW DAWN

Bags

Share all the adventures out of home with the versatile Dawn. It’s made of a resistant and rigid 
linen fabric and adorned with fluffy fringes, has an inside pocket and a magnet closure. The 

Dawn bags are perfect for every occasion

Width: 40cm
Height: 34 cm
Depth: 10cm

Handle lenght: 30cm
Outer: 100% linen and cotton fringes

Lining: 100% polyester
Made in Portugal
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